
Fall fine and performing Arts Newsletter
Fine Arts: Ms. Cohen

**The Spring Art Show is on Thursday, March 21st! Please save the date!**
Pre�, Kinderga�te� & 1s� Grade��

“Character emoji’s”
Students learned their basic shapes; circles, squares, triangles, ovals, and rectangles. Students

reviewed the colors of the rainbow; red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and
purple. We practiced following directions,
coloring inside the lines, and correctly

identifying shapes. Students then created their
own “character emojis” by adding faces, arms,
legs, and a cool hairstyle to their colorful

shapes. Students finished their projects by selecting their favorite color as
their project background. Students learned what a “signature” is in art, and practiced signing

their names at the bottom of their art project.

“Paper Collages”
Students practiced their motor functioning skills by tearing paper to use in
a collage. Students learned new art words such as “Overlap” and “tear” and
practiced using the vocabulary with their classmates. Students practiced how
to use the glue still correctly (by not forgetting to twist back down before
shutting the lid). Students practiced how to overlap paper and learned the
proper way to glue artwork. Students colored leaf worksheets and had the
option to glue their leaf on top of their collage to add an element of

uniqueness.
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“Hand Designs: Pattern”

Students created their own unique hand projects focusing on
pattern, line, and shapes. Students learned some new vocabulary
words such as “tracing”, “pattern”, and “repetition”. Students
learned how to use a pencil to trace the shape of their arms and

hands. Students learned about patterns and were able to select four
di�erent patterns for their artwork. Students used repetition to
continue patterns throughout the project. Students practiced

coloring inside the lines by coloring their patterns a unified color.

2n� & 3r� Grade��
“Symmetrical Trees”

Students learned about art in nature and focused their project around
the concept of a tree. The students learned about the art word, “balance”

and practiced identifying things that are symmetrical and
asymmetrical. Students learned a new technique called the “Y-tree”

technique and practiced making a tree trunk with symmetrical branches.
Students did their best to make sure both sides of the “line of symmetry”
were similar. Students finished their projects by learning about the art
word, “mood” and practiced creating an environmental background

inspired by an emotion.
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“Pumpkin Patterns”

Students learned about a new artist, yayoi kusama. SHe is a japanese
artist famous for her work with polk-a-dots. Students created their own
uniquely shaped pumpkin designs. Students learned about a “Horizon

line” and practiced dividing their background into sections. Students
learned more about horizontal lines, vertical lines, and diagonal lines

and practiced using a ruler to draw each. Students learned about
pattern and repetition and practiced repeating dots and lines to create

a pattern.

4t�, 5t�, an� 6t� Grade��
“Leaf Project”

This project was inspired by Andy Goldsworthy, a British artist known for his site-specific
installations involving natural materials like rocks, ice, leaves, and branches. Students
learned how to draw a maple leaf and practiced designing their own unique leaf design.
Students learned a line technique called “echo lines” and filled the

background with their own interpretations of the
pattern. Students learned the art word “emphasis”
and learned that warm colors (red, orange, and
yellow) pop out and cool colors (blue, green, and
purple) recede into the background. Students used
di�erent media (torn paper, colored pencil, and

paint) to add color to their projects.
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“Haunted Houses - Architecture”

Students learned about architecture, texture, and detail in this spooky
project. Students practiced thinking outside of the box when designing
their unique haunted house inspired designs. Students were asked to use

geometric shapes (rectangle, sqUARES, TRIANGLES, ETC.) to design the
structure of the house. Students were given examples of doors, windows,

textures (BRICKS, GLASS, WOOD, ETC.) and details (FENCES, TREES, A BLACK CAT,
ETC.) associated with a haunted house. Students practiced their skills with

sharpie and using colored pencils WITH THE CORRECT TECHNIQUE.

7t� an� 8t� Grade��
“Nature Drawing”

Students were instructed to find a photograph of something found in nature. Students learned
the concepts involving photography: Foreground, Middle ground, and Background. Students
learned what a “grid” is in art, and used this technique to transfer their photograph to their

final drawing. Students practiced picking out details, spotting di�erent textures, and
identifying elements like shapes, lines, and color in a photograph. Students learned the

"eye-movement" technique and applied this practice to draw the details of their photograph.
Students used di�erent media
(Colored pencil, pastels, and/or
paint) to add the color to their

projects.
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“Pumpkins: Radial Symmetry”

Students learned about a new artist, yayoi kusama. SHe is a
japanese artist famous for her work with polk-a-dots.

Students practiced drawing their own unique pumpkins.
Additionally, they learned a new art word: radial symmetry.
Students practiced creating patterns that surrounded their
pumpkin. Patterns could be either simple (circles, squares,
triangles, etc.) or complex (candy corn, ghosts, skulls, etc.)
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Performing Arts: Mrs. Bolmarcich

**The Winter music Concert is on Thursday, December 21. Students should be here no later
than 5:45 and should report to their homerooms.**

Pre K and Kindergarten
students are working on three songs for the winter concert, “Golden

Ribbons, Silver Bows”, “I’ve Got A Hat For My Snowman”,
and “Let’s Build A Gingerbread House”. While 1st and 2 nd

graders will sing 4 songs, “Blanco Es El Invierno”, “I’ve Got
Peace Like A River”, “Not Enough Snow”, and “Here Comes the

Snow”.

3rd graders
are quickly learning to play the recorders beautifully. So far, they
have “Hot Cross Buns” and “Gently Sleep” well prepared, and will
likely be learning at least one more song, if not two for the

winter Concert!
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4th graders

Students elected to become a percussion ensemble,
playing various buckets and other instruments. They
learned to “follow the treasure map” to get to the end
of the song, with its many musical instructions, such

as repeats, 1 st and 2 nd endings! So far they have
“Jingly” well on its way to performance level and

might even play a second song. I am very impressed with their courage in choosing to play
instruments that they have never tried before!

5th graders
Students chose to play the ukuleles for the winter concert. They have all learned how to properly

hold and strum the ukulele, how to read chord charts,
and how to turn a complex piece of sheet music into a

nicely performed song. So far, they have one song that is
coming along nicely. I may introduce another since a
great deal of progress has been made recently. I am also
very proud of this group for wanting to venture into the unknown by

choosing the ukulele.

6 th , 7 th , and 8 th graders
Students will each perform several pieces on the

hand chimes. Everyone is dedicated to
practicing mindfully and committed to
having the best performance possible.


